The invariant yields, dN/dy, for J/ψ production at forward rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2) in U+U collisions at √ s N N =193 GeV have been measured as a function of collision centrality. The invariant yields and nuclear-modification factor RAA are presented and compared with those from Au+Au collisions in the same rapidity range. Additionally, the direct ratio of the invariant yields from U+U and Au+Au collisions within the same centrality class is presented, and used to investigate the role of cc coalescence. Two different parameterizations of the deformed Woods-Saxon distribution were used in Glauber calculations to determine the values of the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions in each centrality class, N coll , and these were found to give significantly different N coll values. Results using N coll values from both deformed Woods-Saxon distributions are presented. The measured ratios show that the J/ψ suppression, relative to binary collision scaling, is similar in U+U and Au+Au for peripheral and midcentral collisions, but that J/ψ show less suppression for the most central U+U collisions. The results are consistent with a picture in which, for central collisions, increase in the J/ψ yield due to cc coalescence becomes more important than the decrease in yield due to increased energy density. For midcentral collisions, the conclusions about the balance between cc coalescence and suppression depend on which deformed Woods-Saxon distribution is used to determine N coll .
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of J/ψ production in high energy heavy ion collisions is motivated by the prediction that J/ψ formation would be suppressed by color screening effects in the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) [1] . But relating J/ψ suppression to the energy densities of the hot matter formed in heavy ion collisions is complicated by the presence of competing effects that also modify J/ψ production. Competing effects [2] can be divided into cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects and hot matter effects. CNM effects are those which modify the yield or kinematic distributions of J/ψ produced in a nuclear target in the absence of a QGP. They include modification of the parton densities in a nucleus [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , breakup of the J/ψ or its cc precursor state in the nuclear target due to collisions with nucleons [8] [9] [10] , transverse momentum broadening due to the cc traversing the cold nucleus, and initial state parton energy loss [11] . CNM effects are expected to be strongly dependent on collision system, collision energy, rapidity and collision centrality. In hot matter, J/ψ yields can be enhanced by coalescence of cc pairs that are initially * PHENIX Co-Spokesperson: morrison@bnl.gov † PHENIX Co-Spokesperson: jamie.nagle@colorado.edu ‡ Deceased unbound, but which become bound due to interactions with the medium [12] . At sufficiently high charm production rates, there can be a significant yield of J/ψ from coalescence of a c andc from different hard processes. Precise J/ψ data extending down to zero p T have been published for Pb+Pb or Au+Au collisions at energies of √ s N N = 17.3 GeV [13] , 62.4 GeV [14, 15] , 200 GeV [16] [17] [18] and 2.76 TeV [19] . The nuclear-modification factor (R AA ) of the J/ψ yield in the highest centrality collisions is observed to drop from √ s N N = 17.3 GeV to 200 GeV, and then increase strongly between 200 GeV and 2.76 TeV [16, 17, 19] . The rise in R AA between 200 GeV and 2.76 TeV is well described [20] in magnitude and transverse momentum dependence by models that include coalescence of c andc pairs from different hard scattering processes [12, 21] . The energy dependence of the modification suggests that J/ψ production, after accounting for the modification due to cold nuclear matter effects [2, 8, 9] , is increasingly suppressed from 17.3 GeV to 200 GeV by stronger color screening in the increasingly hot QGP. But when the collision energy increases to 2.76 TeV, the rising underlying charm production rate leads to an increasing, and eventually dominant, contribution to the J/ψ cross section from coalescence. Of the collision energies observed so far the nuclear modification, R AA , for the most central collisions is at a minimum at GeV 238 U+ 238 U collisions, the largest system yet studied at RHIC, during the 2012 data taking at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) run provides an opportunity to increase the energy density above that for √ s N N = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions by ∼20% [22] , and to observe the effect on the measured R AA . In this paper we report the results of measurements of the J/ψ yield in U+U collisions at forward and backward rapidity at √ s N N = 193 GeV using the PHENIX detector.
II. PHENIX DETECTOR
The U+U data used in this analysis were recorded at RHIC during 2012. The PHENIX detector [23] configuration used is shown in Fig. 1 . The J/ψ yields reported in this paper were all recorded in the muon spectrometers [24] .
The minimum-bias trigger was used for this data set. This required two or more hits in each arm of the beam beam counter (BBC), which comprises two quartz arrays of 64Čerenkov counters, positioned symmetrically in the pseudorapidity range 3.0< |η|< 3.9. The time difference between the two BBC arms provides the z-vertex position both in the minimum-bias trigger and in the offline analysis.
The J/ψ were reconstructed from their J/ψ → µ + µ − decays, with the muons being detected in two muon spectrometer arms that cover the rapidity ranges −2.2 < y < −1.2 (south) and 1.2 < y < 2.4 (north). Each comprises a magnet, a copper and steel absorber followed by the muon tracker (MuTr) and the muon identifier (MuID). They are described in detail in Ref. [25] . An additional steel absorber material of thickness 36.2 cm was added in 2010 to improve the muon yield relative to the hadronic background. The muon track momentum is measured in the MuTr, which has three stations, each comprising two or three chambers with two cathode strip planes each, with half of these planes having no stereo angle, and half having their cathode planes tilted at stereo angles that vary between 3 and 11.25 degrees. Discrimination between muons and punch-through hadrons is provided by the MuID, which comprises alternating steel absorber layers interleaved with Iarocci tubes. A muon candidate is required to penetrate all the way to the last layer of the MuID, requiring a minimum muon momentum of 3 GeV/c. The acceptance for the J/ψ, discussed in detail in section III D, is flat to within ≈ 30% from transverse momentum, p T , of zero to 8 GeV/c. 
III. DATA ANALYSIS
For this analysis 1.08 × 10 9 events with primary vertices within ± 30 cm of the nominal interaction point were analyzed. This corresponds to an integrated luminosity of L =155.6 µb −1 and a nucleon-nucleon integrated luminosity of L N N dt = 238 × 238 × 155.6 µb
Because the invariant yields in the two muon arms must be identical for the symmetric U+U collision system, the analysis in the north muon arm was restricted to 1.2 < y < 2.2 to make the rapidity interval equal for the north and south arms.
A. Centrality Determination
The centrality determination for U+U collisions is based on the combined charge sum signals from the two BBC detectors.
The U+U collisions were modeled using a MonteCarlo simulation based on the Glauber model [26] with a deformed Woods-Saxon distribution for the U nucleus which accounts for its prolate nature.
where R depends on the polar angle θ:
and where Y 0 is a Legendre polynomial, ρ 0 is the normal nuclear density, R is the radius of the nucleus, and a is the surface diffuseness parameter.
We considered two parameterizations of the deformed Woods-Saxon distribution for U. The first parameter set, which we call set 1, is from Masui et al. [27] . The second, which we call set 2, is from Shou et al. [28] . The parameters for the two sets are summarized in Table I .
The parameterization of Shou et al. differs from the more conventional one of Masui et al. in two ways. First, the finite radius of the nucleon is taken into account. Second, rather than taking the mean radius and diffuseness for the deformed nucleus used in Equations 1 and 2 directly from electron scattering experiments, their values are chosen so that after averaging over all orientations of the axis-of-symmetry for the nucleus, the average radius and diffuseness match the values reported from electron scattering experiments. The result is that the surface diffuseness, a, is considerably smaller for set 2 than for set 1, while the other parameters are similar in value. The smaller surface diffuseness of set 2 results in a notably more compact nucleus. The total inelastic U+U cross section is 8.3 barns for set 1 and only 7.3 barns for set 2. The result is that the average number of binary collisions is 287 for set 1 and 323 for set 2. Although set 2 appears to have a more consistent usage of the electron scattering data, we note that the neutron skin thickness of large nuclei is not probed via electron scattering and is thus rather unconstrained.
The Glauber model was folded with a negativebinomial distribution, which models the charge production in the rapidity range of the BBC. The parameters of the negative-binomial distribution were fit to the measured charge distribution from the BBC only in the signal range where the BBC minimum-bias trigger is known to be fully efficient. In the low signal range, the efficiency of the trigger was then determined from the ratio of the measured BBC charge distribution to the fitted-negativebinomial distribution. Figure 2 shows the distribution of measured BBC charge. Figure 2 (a) shows the measured charge distribution compared with the charge distribution obtained from a Monte-Carlo calculation using the fitted-negative-binomial distribution. The efficiency of the BBC trigger was found to be 96±3%. Figure 2(b) shows the ratio of data to the Monte-Carlo calculation.
Using the measured BBC charge, the events were divided into 10% wide centrality bins, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . Due to the limited statistical precision of the data sample, yields were extracted only for centralities from 0%-80%. The mean number of participating nucleons (N part ) and mean number of nucleon-nucleon collisions (N coll ) for each centrality bin were found from (Color online) The BBC charge distribution for U+U collisions for the north and south detectors combined, compared with a Monte-Carlo calculation using a negative binomial distribution that is fit to the data. The colored stripes show the BBC charge distribution divided into 10% wide centrality bins.
the Monte-Carlo-Glauber calculation. In both cases the Glauber model used a nucleon-nucleon cross section of 42 mb and assumed a hard core radius of 0.4 fm for the distribution of nucleons in the nucleus. The values of these parameters are summarized in Table II for U+U, as determined using deformed Woods-Saxon parameter set 1 and 2.
The systematic uncertainties for the mean N part and N coll values in each centrality bin were estimated by varying the parameters of the Glauber model within reasonable limits. The nucleon-nucleon cross section was varied from 42 mb down to 39 mb and up to 45 mb. For deformed Woods-Saxon parameter set 1 the radius R and diffuseness parameter a were varied down to R = 6.50 fm and a = 0.594 fm and up to R = 6.92 fm and a = 0.617 fm. These variations were chosen to match the percentage variations used for the Au+Au case, as were the variations used in the evaluation of systematics for set 2. In addition to these variations of the Glauber model parameters, the calculation was run without using a hard core for the nucleon distribution, and the trigger efficiency was varied within its uncertainty of 3%. For set 1, the uncertainty in the U deformation parameters has been estimated to be approximately 3% for the dipole component β 2 and approximately 50% for the small contribution of the quadrupole component β 4 [29] . Varying β 2 and β 4 by these amounts resulted in an insignificant contribution to the systematic uncertainty for N part and N coll . The systematic uncertainties are shown in Table II .
The N part values obtained from the two deformed Woods-Saxon parameter sets are essentially indistinguishable. However the differences between the N coll values obtained from the two parameter sets are, at some centralities, outside the uncertainties on the N coll values. This is due primarily to the large difference in the diffuseness values for the two sets. As noted earlier, the smaller diffuseness for set 2 (0.43 fm vs 0.6 fm for set 1) combined with a similar mean radius results in larger N coll values at all centralities because it makes the nucleus more compact. Because the N coll values are important in the interpretation of the U+U data, and are directly involved in the calculation of the R AA , we have chosen to consider the N coll values from both sets 1 and 2 in the remainder of the paper.
B. Muon-Track and Pair Reconstruction
Muon candidates are charged particle tracks which penetrate all layers of the MuID. These MuID tracks are matched to MuTr tracks, which provide the momentum measurement. Although the requirement that tracks pass through the whole spectrometer arm reduces significantly the hadron contribution, a small percentage of charged hadrons can travel through without interacting (∼0.1%), and these are a source of background. Some muons produced from charged hadron decays in front of the MuTr are also reconstructed, and form a background of real muons in the spectrometer arms. Various offline analysis selection criteria are used to enhance the sample of good muon candidate tracks. There is a cut on the single track χ 2 , and also on the difference in position and angle between the extrapolated MuTr and MuID parts of the candidate track. During the dimuon reconstruction, the selected track pair is fit with the event z-vertex position, and a second χ 2 cut is applied for the track pair fit.
The invariant mass distribution is formed by combining all pairs of oppositely charged muon tracks. There is a significant combinatorial background under the J/ψ peak that is formed by single muons or mis-identified hadrons that randomly combine to form a pair. There is also a continuum due to correlated muons from semileptonic decays of open charm and bottom, and correlated muons from the Drell-Yan process. The combinatorial background may be estimated by event mixing, in which tracks with opposite charges from different events (of similar z-vertex and centrality) are combined randomly -see Ref. [16] for more details. By construction, such mixing destroys any real muon correlations, and so the mixed event background does not reproduce the correlated background from physics sources. Figure 3 (a)-(h) show the dimuon spectra from the south and north spectrometer arms for two example centrality bins and the combinatorial-backgroundsubtracted mass spectra. The mixed-event combinatorial background is normalized to the real data using yields of muon pairs having the same charge sign found in both the mixed-pairs and real-pairs data samples in a range close to the J/ψ mass peak region, 2.6< M < 3.6 GeV/c 2 . The procedure is similar to that described in Ref. [30] . Because the mass resolution precludes the separation of the J/ψ and ψ peaks in this analysis, we present only J/ψ results in this paper.
The J/ψ yield was obtained using a fit in the mass range 1.7 to 5 GeV/c 2 . The fitting function included the mixed event background, a signal line shape, and an exponential. The signal line shape for the J/ψ was a double Gaussian line shape modified by the mass dependence of the muon arm acceptance. The exponential was used to account for the correlated background that is not described by the mixed-event background, and to compensate for any systematic effects from under or oversubtracting the large combinatorial background. Because of the limited statistical sample for the U+U measurement, the form of the signal line shape was based on studies of the mass spectrum in p+p collisions, with input from studies performed for the Cu+Au system [31] where the J/ψ mass width was found to increase linearly with increasing multiplicity in the muon arms. The functional form of the increase of the width with col- lision centrality was found independently for each muon arm from Cu+Au collision data, taken in the same RHIC data-taking period. This was then extrapolated where necessary to the higher multiplicity for the U+U system. As a cross check, a similar increase of the widths with multiplicity was observed in a GEANT [32] MonteCarlo calculation with simulated pythia [33] J/ψ events embedded into real U+U data events. The mass width varies from (peripheral to central) 0.14 to 0.2 GeV/c 2 for the south arm, and from (peripheral to central) 0.14 to 0.24 GeV/c 2 in the north arm.
Because the width was fixed at each centrality by this procedure, the J/ψ yield was the only free parameter in the line shape. The fit is shown in Fig. 3(c), (d) , (g), and (h). The systematic uncertainty on the yield from the fit was estimated by varying the mass fit range, varying the relative normalization of the signal to the mixed event combinatorial background by ±2%, and also extracting the yield by using a like-sign combinatorial background in the fit instead of the mixed-event background. Additional systematic checks were made by comparing the yields to those obtained from the raw signal count after exponential background subtraction, and to those obtained from other fit functions. The latter included allowing the Gaussian widths of the J/ψ peak to be free in the fit function, where it was found that the yields agreed within the statistical uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty from the fit was larger in the north arm than in the south arm. For both arms, the fit systematic uncertainties were estimated to range from 0.8% for peripheral events to 10.9% for central events.
D. Efficiency and Corrections
The J/ψ detection efficiency was estimated in a twostep process. First, the efficiency to detect hits in each plane of the MuID was estimated by finding all roads made by charged particles through the MuID, but ignoring hits in the plane of interest. The efficiency for the plane of interest was then estimated from the number of roads with associated hits in that plane compared with all roads ignoring hits in that plane. Because the MuID efficiency decreases with increasing luminosity, the final efficiency used was the luminosity weighted average over all runs used in this analysis. The MuID efficiency is included in the calculation of the acceptance ⊗ reconstruction efficiency described below. The full acceptance ⊗ efficiency (acceptance convoluted with efficiency) is estimated by embedding pythia J/ψ → µ + µ − decays -fully simulated via a geant description of the PHENIX detector -into a reference data sample. The data plus simulation is then reconstructed with the same analysis as the real data and the final acceptance ⊗ efficiency is evaluated, normalized by the number of simulated J/ψ → µ + µ − decays over the same rapidity range. The acceptance ⊗ efficiency for J/ψ in U+U collisions is shown in Fig. 4 . As observed for other collision systems, the north arm has lower efficiency than the south, and the efficiency is strongly centrality dependent. These factors are reflected in the final data yields, where the statistical uncertainties are largest for the north arm, and increase with increasing centrality.
Between the measurement of the p+p data [34] used as the reference for the U+U nuclear modification (see section IV A) and the U+U data, additional absorber material was added in front of the muon arms. The added absorber increases the minimum energy required for a muon to penetrate to the last gap of the MuID detector, and this reduces the J/ψ acceptance near y = 1.2 at low p T . Because a realistic rapidity shape (from pythia) is used when calculating the rapidity integrated acceptance ⊗ efficiency, it should be correct for both the U+U and p+p measurements. We note that the systematic uncertainty for the U+U acceptance ⊗ efficiency includes an uncertainty due to the possible deviation of the U+U rapidity shape from that given by pythia, as discussed in section III E.
E. Systematic Uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties are divided into three groups: Type A -point-to-point uncorrelated uncertainties, Type B -point-to-point correlated uncertainties, and Type C -global scale uncertainties, which are summarized in Table III . The signal extraction systematic uncertainty due to the fitting procedure, discussed in Section III C, is treated as a Type A uncertainty. The uncertainty arising from the assumptions about the input J/ψ momentum and rapidity distributions used in the pythia calculations were previously studied in [14] and were found to be ∼4.0%. The uncertainty in the detector acceptance is estimated to be ∼5.0%. An overall uncertainty on the reconstruction and trigger efficiency obtained from embedding pythia events in real data is estimated to be ∼5.0%. Small run-to-run variations in the MuID and MuTr efficiency were studied in [31] and found to be 2.8%. The uncertainty in the mean N coll values for the centrality bins was studied as described in section III A, and found to be 10.8-33.0% (see Table II ). The measured p+p reference invariant yield contributes a systematic uncertainty of 7.1%. This is smaller than the p+p global systematic uncertainty because both the BBC trigger efficiency for p+p and the N coll estimate used in the R AA depend on the assumed nucleon-nucleon cross section, and so their systematic uncertainties cancel in part when forming R AA . An additional small systematic uncertainty is assigned to the p+p reference for the nuclear-modification factor because the p+p cross section, measured at √ s = 200 GeV, had to be extrapolated to √ s = 193 GeV to obtain the reference cross section for the U+U data set. That systematic uncertainty was taken conservatively to be equal to the correction, 3.6%, and when it is added in quadrature with the 7.1% from the p+p reference measurement, the overall global uncertainty due to the p+p reference becomes 8.1%. [16] , and (open diamonds) Cu+Cu [35] .
IV. RESULTS
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The J/ψ yields measured in the two muon arms agree well, within statistical uncertainties. Therefore the U+U results presented here are averaged over both forward and backward rapidity.
A. Yield and RAA versus Npart
The measured invariant yield is obtained from Eq. 3:
where B is the branching fraction for J/ψ decay to dimuons, N J/ψ measured is the measured number of J/ψ integrated over all p T , N event is the number of minimumbias events analyzed, A is the acceptance ⊗ efficiency, and ∆y is the rapidity range used when calculating the acceptance of the muon arms.
The invariant yield for J/ψ production in U+U collisions at √ s N N = 193 GeV is shown versus N part in Fig. 5 , where the vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty plus Type A systematic uncertainty for the yield extraction, added in quadrature. The boxes represent the Type B systematic uncertainties, summed in quadrature. In addition to U+U, the largest system measured at RHIC, the N part dependence of the invariant yield is shown for two other symmetric systems, Au+Au [16] and Cu+Cu [35] at √ s N N = 200 GeV. The yields below N part ≈ 150 are similar for all three systems at the same N part . However for N part > ∼ 200 the yield for U+U is larger than that for Au+Au.
The departure from unity of the nuclear-modification factor,
quantifies the modification of the N coll normalized invariant yield in heavy ion collisions relative to the invariant yield in p+p collisions. The reference p+p invariant yield was obtained from [34] . Because the p+p data were measured at √ s =200 GeV a scale factor of 0.964, determined from p+p pythia simulations at √ s =193 GeV and √ s =200 GeV, was applied to the p+p invariant yield to account for the difference in J/ψ cross section. (Color online) The nuclear-modification factor, RAA, measured as a function of collision centrality (Npart) for (closed circles) J/ψ at forward rapidity in U+U collisions, for which the p+p reference data, measured at √ s =200 GeV, has been scaled down by a factor 0.964 to account for the difference in J/ψ cross section between √ s =200 and 193 GeV. (open squares) Au+Au data [16] . (a) The U+U RAA calculated using Woods-Saxon parameter set 1 [27] in the U+U Glauber model calculation. (b) The U+U RAA calculated using parameter set 2 [28] .
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As discussed in section III A, the deformed WoodsSaxon parameter sets 1 and 2 are derived using different assumptions, resulting in substantially different values of the surface diffuseness parameter, a. The authors of [28] argue that their approach in producing parameter set 2 corrects deficiencies in the conventional method, and is the correct one. In any case, both assumptions cannot be correct, so the differences in the deformed WoodsSaxon parameters between the two sets do not represent a systematic uncertainty on the R AA , because one set is correct (within its uncertainties) and the other is not.
We have chosen to present the R AA calculated using both sets, so that the effect of using a conventional description and the description of reference [28] of the deformed U nucleus can be compared.
The nuclear-modification factor for U+U collisions is shown as a function of N part in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 (a) shows the R AA calculated using N coll values from deformed Woods-Saxon parameter set 1. Fig. 6 (b) shows the R AA calculated using those from parameter set 2. The vertical bars represent the combined statistical and Type A systematic uncertainties and the boxes represent the Type B uncertainties. The Type C (global) uncertainties are listed in the legend. The overall global uncertainty (Type C) is 8.1%. The modification for Au+Au collisions [16] is shown for comparison. The R AA values for U+U collisions are provided in Table IV. The measured R AA for the U+U collision system is similar to that for the Au+Au system, although the U+U data for the most central collisions show less modification than the Au+Au data.
B. Yield and RAA versus collision centrality
Possible effects which may modify J/ψ production in U+U collisions with respect to Au+Au collisions were discussed in [22] . The expected higher energy density in U+U compared to Au+Au (15%-20%) should lead to a stronger suppression due to color screening. On the other hand, for a given centrality, a larger N coll value in U+U (compared to Au+Au) should increase charm production by cc coalescence. Cold nuclear matter effects due to shadowing are expected to be similar in both systems. As suggested in [22] , we define for a given centrality class the relative nuclear-modification factor (Color online) The relative nuclear-modification factor for U+U and Au+Au (Equation 5) as a function of collision centrality. Values were calculated using N coll values obtained from the U+U Glauber model calculation using Woods-Saxon parameter set 1 [27] and set 2 [28] . The values for set 1 and set 2 are slightly offset in centrality for clarity.
where N U U coll is the mean value of N coll in the given centrality class (e.g. 10%-20%) in U+U collisions, and N AuAu coll is the corresponding value for Au+Au collisions in the same centrality class. The N 2 coll ratio in Equation 5 is intended to account for the expected scaling of the J/ψ cross section with N 2 coll in the case of cc coalescence. This assumes that the coalescence yield depends on the number of charm quarks squared, and thus on the number of binary collisions squared. However to get the correct scaling in this case, the values of N coll for U+U have to be modified by a factor 0.964 because the charm production cross section in p+p collisions at √ s = 193 GeV is smaller than that at √ s = 200 GeV by that factor. If the production of J/ψ in central collisions was entirely due to cc coalescence, and if cold nuclear matter effects were the same for both systems, the relative nuclear modification would be expected to be 1. The variable has the advantage that it is a direct ratio of U+U and Au+Au invariant yields, eliminating the systematic uncertainties associated with the p+p reference when forming the R AA . The ratio of N 2 coll values for Au+Au and U+U also appears in R U U AuAu . But the systematic uncertainty estimation for U+U (see section III A) was carried out in such a way that the systematic uncertainties in N coll are highly correlated for U+U and Au+Au, and they mostly cancel when taking the ratio of N coll values. There is still, however, the large difference in the diffuseness parameter, a, coming from the difference between the models used to obtain parameter sets 1 and 2. We deal with that by calculating R
U U
AuAu for both models. The invariant yield is shown plotted versus centrality class for U+U and Au+Au in Figure 7 . To form the relative nuclear modification of Equation 5 , some rebinning of the Au+Au data is required. The rebinned invariant yields and their ratios are summarized in Table V . Because the U+U and Au+Au data were taken in different years, and there were differences in the muon arm absorber thickness due to an upgrade, all of the systematic TABLE IV. The nuclear-modification factor (RAA) for U+U collisions (averaged over forward (1.2< y< 2.2) and backward (-2.2< y<-1.2) rapidity), as a function of centrality, derived from deformed Woods-Saxon parameter sets 1 and 2 (see text for details). The first and second uncertainties listed represent Type-A (statistical uncertainties plus point-to-point systematic uncertainties from the yield extraction) and Type-B uncertainties, respectively (see text for definitions). There is a Type-C (global) systematic uncertainty of 8.1%.
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FIG. 9. (Color online)
The ratio of the invariant yield for U+U to that for Au+Au, as a function of collision centrality. The curves show how the ratio would vary with centrality if the invariant yield scaled with N coll (dashed curve) or with N coll 2 (solid curve). The N coll ratio curves obtained from the U+U Glauber model calculation using Woods-Saxon parameter set 1 [27] are shown in blue, those using parameter set 2 [28] are shown in red. The N coll value for U+U is multiplied by a factor of 0.964 to account for the decrease of the charm cross section for p+p collisions from 200 GeV to 193 GeV collision energy.
The values of R U U
AuAu are plotted in Figure 8 , and summarized in Table VI . For the N coll values from set 2, the relative nuclear modification falls below one for collisions in the 40%-60% region, but rises to one for the most central collisions. For N coll values from set 1, the relative nuclear modification is slightly above 1 for central collisions and approximately one across the remainder of the centrality range. These results suggest that the invariant yield scales with N coll 2 for the most central collisions, at least.
As a different way of looking at the data, we show in Figure 9 the ratio of the invariant yields for U+U and Au+Au, taken from Table V. These do not depend on N coll . For comparison, in Figure 9 we also present curves showing how the ratio would depend on centrality if it scaled with N coll (dashed curve) or with N coll 2 (solid curve). As in Equation 5 , the values of N coll for U+U are multiplied by 0.964 to account for the difference in cross section for J/ψ production in p+p collisions at 193 GeV and 200 GeV collision energy. When N coll values from set 2 are used, the measured ratios for midcentral collisions lie at or below the ratio of N coll values, but as the collision centrality increases the data points move above the ratio of N coll values until, for the most central collisions, they favor the N coll 2 curve. When N coll values from set 1 are used, the data slightly favor the trend of the N coll 2 curve across the centrality range.
These comparisons of the ratios of the U+U and Au+Au invariant yields with N coll values derived from both deformed Woods-Saxon parameter sets suggests that, for central collisions, increased cc coalescence is more important than stronger suppression due to increased energy density. When the N coll values from set 2 are used, the peripheral and midcentral data suggest that the increased suppression due to increased energy density and increased coalescence due to larger underlying charm yields approximately cancel each other. When the N coll values from set 1 are used, the peripheral and midcentral ratios are consistent with either N coll or N coll 2 scaling.
V. SUMMARY
We have presented measurements of the p T integrated invariant yield dN/dy and nuclear modification R AA for J/ψ production in U+U collisions at √ s N N = 193 GeV, and compared them with existing data for Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV. In addition to comparing the invariant yields and nuclear modification, R AA , for the two systems, we have combined them to form the relative nuclear modification, R U U AuAu [22] . The relative nuclear modification (Equation 5) was proposed as a way to eliminate the systematic uncertainties associated with averaged over forward (1.2< y< 2.2) and backward (-2.2< y<-1.2) rapidity) , the invariant yield for Au+Au collisions, and the ratio of invariant yields plotted in Fig. 9 , all as a function of centrality. The first and second uncertainties listed represent Type-A (statistical uncertainties plus point-to-point systematic uncertainties from the yield extraction) and Type-B uncertainties, respectively (see text for definitions). There is no Type-C (global) systematic uncertainty for the invariant yield. 1.57 ± 0.28 ± 0.22 20%-30%
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72.4 ± 6.3 ± 6.2 56.8 ± 3.8 ± 5.1 1.27 ± 0.14 ± 0.16 40%-50% 41.7 ± 3.4 ± 3.6 40.5 ± 2.4 ± 3.4 1.03 ± 0.10 ± 0.12 50%-60% 23.8 ± 2.0 ± 2.0 28.2 ± 1.4 ± 2.1 0.84 ± 0.08 ± 0.10 60%-70% 11.9 ± 1.4 ± 1.0 13.4 ± 0.8 ± 1.0 0.89 ± 0.12 ± 0.10 70%-80% 4.0 ± 0.8 ± 0.4 7.9 ± 0.54 ± 0.60 0.51 ± 0.11 ± 0.06 1.26 ± 0.14 ± 0.15 0.96 ± 0.11 ± 0.12 30%-40%
1.21 ± 0.13 ± 0.15 0.86 ± 0.09 ± 0.11 40%-50%
1.12 ± 0.11 ± 0.13 0.72 ± 0.07 ± 0.09 50%-60%
1.03 ± 0.10 ± 0.12 0.64 ± 0.06 ± 0.07 60%-70%
1.25 ± 0.16 ± 0.14 0.83 ± 0.11 ± 0.10 70%-80% 0.96 ± 0.21 ± 0.11 0.64 ± 0.14 ± 0.07 the formation of R AA , and to cancel most of the systematic uncertainties associated with the number of binary nucleon collisions, N coll . It is designed to have a value of one if the J/ψ cross section is dominated by cc coalescence. We have also compared the ratio of the invariant yields for U+U and Au+Au with the ratio of N coll values and the ratio of N coll 2 values for U+U and Au+Au. We discussed the effect of using two different parameterizations for the deformed Woods-Saxon distribution on the estimates of N coll for U+U collisions. A recently proposed method for estimating the Glauber model parameters (set 2) [28] leads to a smaller surface diffuseness for U, and thus larger values of N coll , than a conventional estimate (set 1) [27] . We presented R AA values and relative nuclear modification values obtained using N coll values from both deformed Woods-Saxon parameter sets.
For both sets of N coll values the R AA for U+U is found to be less suppressed than for Au+Au in central collisions that have a similar number of participants. The relative nuclear modification is found to be one for the most central collisions for both N coll sets, but for set 2 it falls below one for mid-peripheral and peripheral collisions. When the ratios of invariant yields are compared with the ratios of N coll and N coll 2 values, they are found to show a slight preference for N coll 2 scaling for central collisions.
For both sets of N coll values the behavior is consistent with a picture in which, for central collisions, the increase in J/ψ yield for U+U due to cc coalescence becomes more important than the decrease in yield due to increased energy density. For N coll values from set 1, the results are consistent with both N coll and N coll 2 scaling for mid-peripheral collisions. For N coll values from set 2, the results suggest that in the 40%-60% centrality range the increased suppression due to higher energy density in U+U collisions is more important than the increased J/ψ yield due to coalescence caused by the higher underlying charm production.
